Law Enforcement
Requests
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Each internet search, online

purchase, email communication, or
social media post could potentially
become the unintended subject
of lawsuits or law enforcement
investigations.

The more data we create, the more it is subject to

Keeping pace with increasing law enforcement

requests requires access to a global solution that
addresses:

The intense response deadlines
which differ by country
The nuances of international
response requirements to
ensure compliance

request. For the companies that store this data,
they have the additional burden of responding
to third-party subpoena and law enforcement

Foreign language support

requests and often find themselves under a
tremendous backlog with no end in sight.

Quick and accurate searching
of multiple data sources

Ability to meet staffing needs
as volumes increase

Integreon’s years of experience
providing smart process-andresource driven solutions

enable us to address this legal
challenge.

Our Subpoena Processing

and Compliance Service (SPC)
helps organizations establish
an approach to eliminate

their growing backlog and

manage incoming and future

law enforcement requests. For
organizations able to charge

a processing fee, compliance
could go from an operational

budget strain to a cost-neutral or
revenue-generating activity

What We Can Do:
Integreon’s dedicated team of subject matter experts will develop a custom plan that includes:
▪

Review of your current processes using a Six Sigma,

▪

Flexible delivery support model to drive process-

▪

Comprehensive set of recommendations to

▪

Documented SLA-driven processes managed by

efficiency-based analysis

improve efficiency and speed, while reducing costs
which can include:

▪ Dedicated team globally to respond to client

record requestsSigma, efficiency-based analysis

▪

▪ Workflows/process maps to provide consistent
and accurate execution while minimizing risks

▪ Metrics and dashboards to provide transparency
into third-party subpoena volumes, costs, and
income

and-cost efficiency and speed

Integreon to ensure quality and on-time delivery of
client deliverables

Major processes governed by detailed

documentation, including workflows, standard

operating procedures, roles and responsibilities, and
▪
▪

Give your product launch the Integreon advantage.
Contact us today at info@integreon.com

exception / issue monitoring

Triage and/or production of law enforcement
requests and delivery to requesting party

Integration with technology to track collection, review,
QC, redaction, and production of responsive data

